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Mr. COOMBS (Australia), Chairman of the Joint Sub-Committee of
Committees II and VI, in presenting the Report of the Joint Sub-Committee,
said that the Sub-Committee's work had resulted in giving both strength
and precision to the obligations and rights of Members in relation to

economic development, and in clarifying the functions of the Organization.
A number of changes would be observed in the redraft of Articles 9, 10 and

11, and a change had also been recommended in Article 69 which had a similar
general purport to the aforementioned Articles. The Joint Sub-Committee
had also considered the various proposals which had been put forward for

amplifying the methods by which the Organization would proceed with its
task of fostering and promoting the economic development of its Members,
and its relations with other bodies operating in the same field.

As the Sub-Committee took the view that questions of organizational
methods of work and relations with other bodies should, in the first

instance, form the subject of detailed study by the Interim Commission,
it had drafted a resolution for the consideration of the Committee.

The Joint Sub-Committee also recommended that a new Article should be

inserted in Chapter IX requiring the Organization to take into account,
in the exercise of its functions, the economic circumstances of Members,
and the way in which the economic development of Members had been assisted

or retarded by the operation of the Charter.CONSIDERATION OF ARTICLES 9, 10AND11- ANNEX B
Articles 9 and 10 were approved.

Article 11

Paragraph 1

Mr. CHARLONE (Uruguay) referred to the French text and pointed out that
the words "des competences techniques" and the words "des procedes ou
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moyens techniques" both appeared in paragraph 1 (b) whereas only the words

"competences techniques" appeared in the preamble to paragraph 1. Therefore

paragraph 1 (b) in the French text was wider than paragraph 1 (a). The

CHAIRMAN said that in the English text paragraph 1 (b) and 1 (a) were

equally wide. It was accordingly - agreed that the Central Drafting Committee
should be asked to bring the French text into conformity with the English
text as regards this point.

Mr. CHARLONE (Uruguay) said he had some reservations to make regarding
situations which night arise through the application of paragraph (b) in
connection with national tribunals of Uruguay. His country did not apply
unreasonable or unjustifiable measures andhad never practiced a policy

of discrimination, Foreign interests - and between them and the capital
and property of Uruguayan citizens no distinction was made - enjoyed
constitutional, legal, administrative and judicial guarantees. Uruguayan
tribunals had given judgment against, the State when they had considered
that its conduct had been unfair and not in accordance with the law as

regards the treatment accorded in particular cases to the private interests
of nationals of other countries. . . - cx: ;

Thus ugonytuad clinearlyonesitutionaltablished principles it cst4
syst= ntnhinterestseoffoeigncase.o. nserestsofforeginpute regarding the private-i-.
nationsom Uruguay coauld not aohdthaermit the cpetence of ny couttnthe
nonationon,al. tribunagr thiagrpcnaectia-heed that parWaah6.
reroisn thte elrtsaid-tatth.cmitial proMevisssions of- certn mber

haod tbeen brouoght to t-hoe attention onf he SuonbCmmitte The cstitutis

of S t-Mmraes pontrroevidesd:r hat ny:tcrveocontractssitssng -ou of

wehifch tshbedivisioivSwasatate oxme.otso3re3sl eparty wvr t- -pvd
byional -trinal. Thits was lnxot he:to ycousde takwhich,.shlA>en.
intoonconsiderati .Uruguayan municipl law diofanyod enot admit thr -

asesldwhereiin xt4. wr: e S aned .ivaintiwezehers.-&het
norfUreugnuayaorpaig were rties. He insistted thexplanationsat hese
be recorded becausethequestion wasof a mouscharactyeinconre serornection
Wtidnvetmadmentisr=thaprXotoer.Charteiinereigia ewerstor8.e
Perfectly atwareof he sysguaratem of ntees accorded to thecmintheountry
in whichthey estdablisheth.emselvs

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the poindt reaisebyth representtive
of Uruguay shocould be nsideredwhen the Report.ussas pdraiscehad agra by

pa.raGx. : ..- - - ' '

Paragraph 1 of Article 11 was approved. -

?agraph 2 ofIAricle 4 was approved without oent. -.
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Mr. GOSSCHAIK (Committee Secretary) said that in Annex B additions to the
Geneva draft were underlined and deletions placed in square brackets. Owing
to an oversight, paragraph 4 of the Genevatext, which, had been deleted in the

Sub-Committee, had not been indicated in that manner. Paragraph 4 of the

Geneva draft read "The term nationals as used in Articles 11 and 12

comprises natural and legal persons"
Mr. HOLMES (United Kingdom) considered that -paragraph 4 of the Geneva

draft should be reinserted in the text as there was an advantage in making
it clear beyond doubt that the term "nationals" as used in Article 11 and

in Article 12, meant both private individuals and also what were known as

legal persons.

Mr.. NOVOA (Mexico) said his delegation had accepted the deletion of
paragraph 4 as a compromise solution, and if it were to be reinserted, the

delegation of Mexico would reserve its right to discuss again paragraphs 1

and 2, which they had accepted on the condition that paragraph 4 was deleted.

Mr. TINOCC (Costa Rica) said he supported the deletion of paragraph 4
as it would be difficult to decide how far the term "nationals" was to cover

a corporation, which included shareholders of different countries. He

therefore suggested that Article 11 as drafted by the Sub-Committee should be

approved.

Mr. CORIAT (Venezuela) agreed with the remarks of the representative of

Mexico, and said that he could not accept the retention of paragraph 4 of
Article 11 of the Geneva draft.

Mr. COOMBS (Australia), Chairman of the Joint Sub-Committee, said that
the deletion of paragraph 4 was part of a compromise reached in the Joint
Sub-Committee. On the merits of the case he felt that the paragraph should be
deleted as it was merely a definition and, as such. was not an appropriate
one for incorporation in Article 11. It was his understanding that, except
where the instrument concerned made the contrary quite clear, any court would

interpret "nationals" to include natural and legal persons.

M. RUBIN (United States of America) said his delegation had been
instrumental in suggesting that paragraph 4 should be deleted because it felt
that some delegations considered that it might affect, in one way or the
other certain national legislation. He felt that the paragraph was

superfluous and, in any case, where it was considered relevant an

international court would construe the word "natonial" in the usual way so

that corporate persons would be included to the extent provided in the

substantive portions of the paragraph. He would therefore prefer to see

paragraph4 deleted.

/Mr.HOLMES.
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Mr. HOLMES (United Kingdom) asked whether he was to understand that the

deletion of paragraph 4 of Article 1l as it appeared in the draft Charter
made no practical difference and that the term "nationals", as used in

Articles 11 and 12, would be regarded, where appropriate, as including both

so-called natural and legal personas? If there were any doubt about the matter

he felt that the case for the retention of paragraph 4 was a strong one.

In any case he considered it desirable that the matter should be

explained in the Report; possibly that would be a solution of the difficulty
if it were accepted that the deletion of paragraph 4 made no difference to

the meaning intended by the term "nationals". The word. "superfluous" might

have several meanings, and its exact meaning in connection with paragraph 4

should be made clear in any explanations which might be given in the Report.

Mr. RUBIN (United States of America) suggested that a note, worded as

follows, might be included in the Report:

"Since paragraph 4 of Article 11 was understood by certain
delegations as possibly affecting their legislation requiring

certain types of activity to be carried on by national corporations,

and since it was felt that the provisions of the paragraph would make

no substantive difference in the text, the paragraph was deleted."
Mr. TINOCO(Costa Rica) suggested that a working party comprising The

representatives of Mexico, the United Kingdom and the United States of America
should be set up to consider the matter.

Mr. de GAIFFIER (Belgium) asked that a decision concerning the deletion

of paragraph 4 should be deferred until the written text of the proposal made

by the representative of the United States of America had. been received.

Mr. HOLMES (United Kingdom) considered the proposal to establish a

working party a reasonable one and supported the remarks of the representative

of Belgium.

W. COOMBS (Australia) suggested that the deletion. of paragraph 4 should

be provisionally approved with the full recognition of the right of any

representativeto ask for the question to be reopened if a satisfactory
solution was not arrived at by the working party.

MrO. NOVOA (Mexico) reserved the right of his delegation to reopen the

discusosion n paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 11 if it did not agree with the

solution arrived.y at b the working group. ' -

(UnMred. HgO I einom) agreed with the remarks of the respresenesitativ'.
of Australia and of. Mexico ;- :

It was decided to set up a working group consisting of the representatives
of Costa Bca, Mexico, the United Kingdom and United States of America to

draft a _ahaforsertion in the Report of the Committee explaining
the reasons for the deletion of paragraph 4 of Article 11 of the Geneva draft.

/W.RIAT
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Mr. CORIAT (Venezuela) pointed out that national corporations only could

exist in Venezuela and Mr. de GAIFFlER (Belgium) suggested that it be

recommended that the Organization study the problem of the definition of

the word "national". The CHAIRMAN asked the Workintg Party to take into

consideration these recommendations.

It was agreed provisionally to include paragraph 4 of the Geneva draft

in Article 11.

ANNEX C: PROPOSED RESOLUTION TO BE ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE
Mr. LIEU (China) proposed the inclusion of the words "with the agreement

of the members concerned".

Mr. HAIDER (Iraq) suggested the addition of the words "from such

information as may be made available to them" after the word "examine".
The representatives of the United States, Colombia and Australia

pointed out that the purpose of the resolution was merely to investigate

the facilities for studies. There was no question of the Interim Commission

making studies or encroaching on the rights of governments. The main

information to be determined would be the availability of the facilities

of specialized agencies and other inter-governmental organizations and if

information was needed from governments, it could only be requested.
Annex C was approved by the Committee.

ANNEX D: RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN ARTICLE 69

The CHAIRMAN explained that only the changes in Article 69 came within

the terms of reference of the Second Committee and that in fact Article 69

together with the changes recommended had already been approved by the

Sixth Committee.
Annex D was approved by the Committee.

ANNEXE: ADDITIONAL TEXT RECOMMENDED TO BE INCLUDED IN CHAPTER IX AS A NEW

ARTICLE

Mr. ARAUTO (Colombia) explained that the text was an attempt to meet the

proposal of his and the Italian delegations to the effect that the

Organization should have due regard not only to the economic circumstances

of members but also to any economic aid which they might have received from

relevant international organizations.

Annex E was approved by the Committee.

REPORT OF THE JOINT SUB-COMMITTEE OF THE SECOND AND SIXTH COMMITTEES

In reply to the representative of Belgium Mr. RUBIN (United States of

America) said that paragraph 6 of the Report had been worked out between his

Delegation and the Delegation of Venezuela. A similar provision had been

approved.in Committee II in connection with Article 12. It was not provided
in this paragraph that a situation resulting from a decision of a national
tribunal could be brought before the organization. Nullification or

/impairment
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impairment of a benefit accruing to a Member resulting from any situation
whether arising from action in confIict with the Charter or from the

application by a Member of measures permittedd by or not treated at all in
the Charter might be brought before the Organization and would be handled
in the ordinary procedures set out in Chapter VIII, which of course included
eventual resourse to the International Court. The purpose of the paragraph
was to point out, however; that the question before the Organization in such a

case was not the question of conflict or not with the provisions of the

Charter. It was quite clear in Chapter VIII that a case might be brought
before the organization even- though there was no conflict whatsoever with the
Charter. Rather, the question which would come before the Organization
under Chapter VIII was the question of whether a nullification or impairment
of a benefit had actually taken place and that nullification or impairment
of a benefit might occur without any violation whatsoever by any Member of

any provision of the Charter. In those circumstances the action which the
Organization would be able to take would be to allow compensatory release

from obligations or concessions which had been granted by the complaining
Member, if the words "complaining Member" could be used in this sense to

mean the Member the benefit to whom was being nullified or impaired. The
paragraph covered also a good deal of the point made by the delegate of
Uruguay. It was drafted to meet a specific problem butthat did not mean

that other constitutional provisions of Members were in any way in conflict
withprovisions of the Charter.

Paragraph 6 was approved subject to consideration of the question raised

earlier in the meeting by the representative of Uruguay.
The second sentence of paragraph 2 and paragraphs 8,10 and 11

were approved without comment. - -

TRQCSMUITTB--OMFEE D NOOTNOT TO CHAPTECER TRIECI OTRUCT "NRaWOSMEO
(Document E/CONF.2/C.2/35)

Y.WOO (Mexico) Chairmanommithe Sommittub-C eeexplaitned: ha it had
been agreed finallry that the wod "nrecostruction" should be added to each

Yenoenevt onomi,edevelcc6rmentn ii hapNtr III.Ar Ilcle 8 andc
ic - 0 (2) and (3) it `hdabeen necessary to insertwamore waodr formula.
As many of the Articles of Chapteer III were in a process of being changed
and as it was a monere questing of draftingtheSub-Committee had recommended

that the matter be referred "to the Central Drafting-Committee.
Mr. TORRES(Brazil) wished on know if the word "reconstruction" wasmeant

to refer to the reconstruction of specific industries or to the econiceconomiclife
of a country asa whole.Secondly could it be applied to industries which
were old and needed modernization?.`

r.R'VOA
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Mr. NOVOA (Mexico) expressed the view that the word should be

interpreted in the wider sense. Mr. LECUYER (France) said that the industries
which made up the economic life of a country were linked one to another and

therefore, he considered it necessary that "reconstruction" should refer to
the economy as a whole and not merely to specific industries.

Mr. TORRES (Brazil) proposed to substitute same such words as "those
countries to the extent that the economies of those countries have been
devastated by war" for the words "those countries whose economies have been
devastated by war" in Articles 8 and 10.

The CHAIRMAN announced that the Committee would continue its consideration
of this question at the following meeting.

The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m.


